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ABSTRACT

In 2019, the FDA Oncology Center of Excellence launched Project Orbis, a global collaborative review program to facilitate faster patient access to innovative cancer therapies across multiple countries. Project Orbis aims for concurrent submission, review, and regulatory action for high-impact clinically significant marketing applications among the participating partner countries. Current Project Orbis partners (POP) include the regulatory health authorities (RHA) of Australia, Brazil, Canada, Singapore, and Switzerland. Project Orbis leverages the existing scientific and regulatory partnerships between the various RHA under mutual confidentiality agreements. While FDA serves as the primary coordinator for application selection and review, each country remains fully independent on their final regulatory decision. In the first year of Project Orbis (June 2019 to June 2020), a total of 60 oncology marketing applications were received, representing 16 unique projects, and resulting in 38 approvals. New molecular entities, also known as new active substances, comprised 28% of the received marketing applications. The median time gap between FDA and Orbis submission dates was 0.6 months with a range of −0.8 to 9.0 months. Across the program, the median time-to-approval was similar between FDA (4.2 months, range 0.9–6.9, N = 18) and the POP (4.4 months, range 1.7–6.8, N = 20). Participating countries have signified a strong commitment for continuation and growth of the program. Project Orbis expansion considerations include the addition of more countries and management of more complex applications.

Introduction

The FDA Oncology Center of Excellence developed Project Orbis to collaborate with international regulatory health authorities (RHA) to facilitate the submission, review, and approval of oncology products in other countries. The program aims to deliver faster patient access to innovative cancer treatments across the globe.

RHA partners at the program start in May 2019 were the Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) and Health Canada (HC), the RHA of Australia and Canada, respectively. In December 2019, Project Orbis expanded to include the RHA from Singapore and Switzerland, which are Health Sciences Authority (HSA) and Swissmedic (SMC), respectively. In May 2020, Brazil’s RHA, Brazilian Health Regulatory Agency (ANVISA) joined Project Orbis.

Prior to Project Orbis, the RHA of Australia, Canada, Singapore, and Switzerland (ACSS) had formed the ACSS Consortium in 2007. The ACSS Generics and New Active Substance (NAS) Working Groups established a work-sharing initiative to handle the increasing workload and complexity of marketing applications (1). FDA leveraged the existing collaboration within ACSS for the selection of the initial countries to participate under Project Orbis.

Project Orbis builds on the existing international regulatory collaboration for oncology drug development between FDA and counterpart RHA (date of establishment of FDA oncology collaboration) from the European Union (2004), Canada (2010), Japan (2014), Australia (2014), and Switzerland (2016). Prior to Project Orbis, the FDA international collaboration primarily consisted of monthly 90-minute teleconferences to briefly discuss several marketing applications, also known as dossiers, submissions, or drug applications, that are under review in each country. With Project Orbis, the interactions have been expanded to include direct collaboration with the application review, including the use of a core review document to facilitate discussion. Each RHA remains fully independent with regard to the regulatory decision-making for each application under their jurisdiction.

This article describes the implementation of Project Orbis and discusses the challenges and future directions for the program. This article also summarizes the initial experience (June 2019 to June 2020) with Project Orbis, which was used to support the submission of 60 oncology marketing applications (original drugs and new indications) and 38 approvals across the Project Orbis countries (United States, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Singapore, Switzerland).

Project Orbis Implementation

Because Project Orbis involves discussions on confidential aspects of marketing applications, each participating RHA is required to have a confidentiality agreement with all other RHA in the Project Orbis working group. All written and verbal communications as part of Project Orbis are subject to the confidentiality agreements and cannot be disclosed without written permission of the FDA or the information owner.

Selection of applications for Project Orbis is coordinated by FDA, and initial queries received by RHA are referred to the FDA. Either the FDA or the U.S. Sponsor, the primary contact for FDA, can propose an application for Project Orbis once topline results are available from the registrational clinical trial(s). FDA also requests the Sponsor to include...
the global submission timing and plan that includes the name and contact information for each of the Sponsors or Sponsor-affiliates responsible for the country-specific submissions. FDA then sends the proposal (topline results and global submission plan) to the RHA to confirm interest and availability for participation. Sponsors also have the discretion to select the number of RHA (minimum of 2, must include the FDA) for submission. After confirmation with the RHA, FDA will confirm the global submission plan through the U.S. Sponsor and designate the participating RHA formally as a Project Orbis partners (POP) for that application. The Project Orbis Working Group (POWG) for each application will consist of FDA and the participating POP.

Participation of FDA and at least one other RHA is required for a marketing application to be considered as a Project Orbis application. The program initially accepted supplemental applications, also known as variations or indication extensions, that add new indications to previously approved drugs. In December 2019, new molecular entities, also known as new active substances, were accepted into the program.

Clinical criteria for FDA selection of applications for Project Orbis include high-impact and clinically significant applications. Project Orbis applications are generally expected to meet the criteria for FDA priority review. Qualifying criteria for FDA priority review include: the drug is intended to treat a serious condition and if approved, would provide a significant improvement in safety or effectiveness (2).

Project Orbis requires a common platform to facilitate the review of the same marketing application across the participating countries. The marketing application should be submitted electronically to each RHA using the Common Technical Document format (e.g., eCTD) with all documents in English, with possible exception for country-specific Module 1 (3). Each marketing application should also conform to the respective domestic submission requirements. An additional requirement (for Type A or B Orbis submissions) is use of the Assessment Aid (AAid) document, which would serve as the core document for POWG discussion and as the primary review document for FDA (4).

There are several types of Project Orbis submissions that have evolved and are dependent on the timelines between FDA and the POP (Table 1). During the initial implementation of the program, marketing applications were submitted concurrently or near-concurrently (within 30 days) to FDA and the POP. These applications are termed as Type A Orbis (Regular Orbis) and requires submission of the marketing applications to the participating countries within 30 days of the FDA submission. Type A Orbis allows for maximal collaboration during the review phase. Marketing applications submitted through Project Orbis but associated with expected delays of > 30 days on the application submission and/or regulatory action > 3 months of the FDA action date are termed as Type B Orbis (Modified Orbis). Finally, when FDA already took regulatory action, there is Type C Orbis (Written Report Only Orbis) which allows FDA to share their completed review documents with the POP.

For Type A and certain Type B Orbis applications, FDA schedules and coordinates several multicountry teleconferences to discuss various aspects of the application. These include a kickoff meeting and application-specific meetings. The kickoff meeting, which is scheduled before or within 30 days of FDA application submission, discusses the overall review strategy and review timelines within the POWG. FDA provides for the verification of the clinical trial results by analyzing the submitted tabulation and analysis datasets. The next milestone meeting is the midcycle meeting where FDA review disciplines present the key findings from the analyses, followed by discussion with the POP. Additional Orbis meetings include discipline-specific meetings (e.g., efficacy, safety, clinical pharmacology) and overall benefit-risk, where relevant sections of the AAid are discussed. For Type B Orbis submissions, the number of multicountry meetings depends on the entry timeline of the POP with the ongoing FDA review. For Type C submissions, the above meetings do not occur because FDA regulatory action has already been completed for the marketing application.

Each POP remains fully independent with regulatory decision-making to adhere to country-specific laws, regulations, ordinances, and/or policies. As a result, these may result in differences in the approval or rejection of marketing authorization, the wording of the indications, and approval of other labeling content across the POP. While the AAid is able to accommodate assessment differences by delineating assessments from each POP, the use of the AAid as an evaluation report remains under the discretion and regulations by the POP. Negotiations of labeling and postmarketing requirements are also independently handled by each POP.

**Table 1. Types of Project Orbis submission plans.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Orbis Type</th>
<th>Sharing of FDA reviews</th>
<th>Multicountry meetings</th>
<th>Concurrent review with FDA</th>
<th>Plan for concurrent action with FDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type A Regular</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type B Modified</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Possible</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type C Written Report Only</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Project Orbis: First-year Experience**

The results below represent the Project Orbis workload based on the first-year set of 21 oncology marketing applications received by FDA from June 12, 2019 to June 12, 2020. Regulatory actions from the POWG (FDA + POP) and the corresponding 39 marketing applications received by the POP through August 15, 2020 are included in the analyses.

Project Orbis received a total of 60 marketing application submissions in its first year of implementation (Fig. 1), categorized into 16 unique projects. Five of the 16 unique projects included up to two application submissions which may have included the cross-labeling application for products administered in combination, and for FDA purposes, submissions that sought multiple indications. The median number of POP was 2 with a range of 1 to 4 per marketing application. TGA and HC were the most common POP with receipt of 14 and 12 applications, respectively. The majority of application submissions (72%, N = 28) to the POP were Type A.

Through August 15, 2020, there have been a total of 38 approvals across Project Orbis (Fig. 1). Of the 20 Orbs approvals, 19 were Type...
A submissions and one was a Type C submission. The remainder of the applications \((N = 21)\) remain under review (pending status).

All of the applications selected by FDA for Project Orbis met criteria for FDA priority review. Additional FDA Expedited Programs such as Breakthrough Therapy Designation and the Real-Time Oncology Review program were utilized in 62% and 71% of the FDA applications, respectively \((2, 5, 6)\). The 21 FDA applications received under Project Orbis represent approximately one-third of the priority review oncology workload at FDA during the same time period.

Project Orbis received 17 new molecular entity (NME), also known as NAS submissions, corresponding to 6 unique NME/NAS products in the first year of the program. Project Orbis NME/NAS workload comprised 28% of the total workload. For NME/NAS applications, Project Orbis also implemented the use of a CMC (Chemistry, Manufacturing, and Controls) version of the AAid in addition to the multidisciplinary AAid.

Major oncology disease categories were represented in the Orbis submissions, including solid tumor and hematologic malignancy indications. The most common oncology indications in Project Orbis (number of application submissions) were non–small cell lung cancer \((N = 10)\), chronic lymphocytic leukemia \((N = 10)\), acute myeloid leukemia \((N = 6)\), endometrial cancer \((N = 6)\), breast cancer \((N = 5)\), and hepatocellular cancer \((N = 5)\).

Comparison of the submission and approval dates for FDA and the POP showed minimal lag times (Fig. 2) between the FDA and the POP for Type A applications. For the 39 Orbis applications submitted to the POP, the median time gap between FDA and POP submission dates was 0.6 months with a range of −0.8 to 9.0 months. The breakdown according to Orbis Type is shown in Fig. 2, with a median submission time gap of 0.4, 2.7, and 5.5 months for Type A, B, and C submissions, respectively. For Type A applications, 90% of the POP applications were submitted within 1.1 months of the FDA submission date.

The median time gap for approvals for Type A applications between FDA and the POP was 1.1 months, with 90% of the approvals conducted within 2.4 months of the FDA approval date. Time-to-approval analyses showed similar metrics between FDA and the POP overall and separated by type of application (NME/NAS vs. supplement/variation; Table 2).

**Discussion**

Through close collaboration between the RHA, Project Orbis demonstrates that the delay in marketing application submission and approval in Orbis countries can significantly be reduced, with several applications achieving parity or near-parity with FDA timelines. Analyses of NME/NAS marketing applications from 2015 to 2019 noted a median overall gap time (submission and approval) of 6.4, 8.4, and 9.5 months for HC, TGA, and SMC compared with FDA \((7)\). For Type A applications under Project Orbis, the median overall gap time (submission and approval) was 1.5 months, with a 90th percentile of 2.8 months between FDA and the POP. This increased efficiency was achieved using the available resources within each RHA.

Collaboration within Project Orbis is optimized with concurrent submission and review of the marketing applications. This is supported by the finding that 95% of the approvals by the POP were Type A Orbis where concurrent application submission is required with plans for concurrent review and, where feasible, action with the FDA.
However, this requires additional presubmission coordination between the Sponsors and the RHA. Ideally, marketing applications for Project Orbis should be identified at the time of availability of the topline efficacy and safety results from the pivotal or registration clinical trial(s). A common reason for nonparticipation of an interested RHA for an Orbis application review is that the Sponsor does not have adequate resources to submit the application to that RHA.

Additional workload considerations for Sponsors include the coordination of responses to information requests which may originate from multiple RHA. This is partially mitigated by sharing of information requests and through the collaboration that occurs during the Project Orbis meetings. For example, FDA has conducted additional analyses based on the request of the POP. For Project Orbis applications, the FDA review conduct is unchanged compared with non-Orbis applications, with FDA reviewing all sections of the AAid and verifying the results based on analyses of the study reports and datasets. The additional workload to FDA with use of Project Orbis occurs with the addition of the multicountry meetings before and during the review cycle. FDA has not reached out to EMA to participate in Project Orbis due to differences in review processes between the FDA and EMA. It would be challenging to accommodate the EMA review clock stops under the continuous review timeline for Project Orbis. Another potential reason for nonparticipation of some RHA would be the Project Orbis requirement for the marketing application and review documents to be in English.
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Figure 2.
Gap time between FDA and Orbis submission and approval dates. Vertical bar represents the median, and interval represents the interquartile range. n.d., not determined.

Table 2. Comparison of time-to-approval between FDA and Orbis countries for Project Orbis marketing applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Application</th>
<th>Median (range), in months</th>
<th>FDA</th>
<th>Orbis countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All applications</td>
<td>4.2 (0.9–6.9)</td>
<td>N = 18</td>
<td>4.4 (1.7–6.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New molecular entities/New active substances</td>
<td>5.1 (3.9–6.9)</td>
<td>N = 6</td>
<td>5.9 (3.9–6.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplements/Variations for new indications</td>
<td>3.6 (0.9–6.0)</td>
<td>N = 12</td>
<td>3.3 (1.7–6.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Future Directions

On the basis of the first-year experience with Project Orbis, all of the current participating countries have expressed strong interest with continuation and growth of the program. With increased application workload and participation of multiple RHA, it is important to periodically assess the progress and metrics of the program. Representatives from each of the participating RHA meet quarterly to review the overall program status and also discuss potential modifications to the current process.

Possible areas for expansion for Project Orbis involve participation of other countries, and handling of more complex applications, such as those that involve companion diagnostic devices or advanced therapy products such as cellular and gene therapies. It would be important to be aware of an inflection point where a critical mass of participating countries or applications is reached that reduces the review efficiency achieved with Project Orbis. Likewise, the regulatory framework for in vitro diagnostic devices and advanced therapies would add to the complexity of Project Orbis review.

Project Orbis demonstrates that global regulatory collaboration is attainable and can deliver faster access to new therapies for patients with cancer across multiple countries. Reduction of the regulatory approval gap through Project Orbis represents an initial major step for expediting patient access. A possible future direction for Project Orbis would be earlier interactions with health technology assessment bodies that determine coverage decisions.

Extension of the collaborative efforts to other aspects of oncology drug development, including clinical trial endpoints, trial designs, enrollment criteria, and postmarketing surveillance can also be considered. Finally, the core principles learned from Project Orbis are applicable to other global health concerns such as the COVID-19 pandemic where global regulatory collaboration would be of high public health relevance.
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